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Abstract—One of the biggest challenges in doing word
lookups is to derive the appropriate base word for any given
word in Bengali. The basic concept to the solution of the problem
is to eliminate inflections from a given word to derive its stem
word. Stemmers attempt to reduce a word to its root form using
stemming process, which reduces an inflected or derived word to
its stem or root form. Existing works in the literature use lookup
tables either for stem words or suffixes, increasing the overheads
in terms of memory and time. This paper develops a rule-based
algorithm that eliminates inflections stepwise without
continuously searching for the desired root in the dictionary. To
the best of our knowledge, this paper first investigates that, in
Bengali morphology, for a large set of inflections, the stems can
be computed algorithmically cutting down the inflections step by
step. The proposed algorithm is independent of inflected word
lengths and our evaluation shows around 88% accuracy.
Keywords—Bengali; Stemmer;
Inflections; Verb-root; Stem word
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INTRODUCTION

Stemming is the process of extracting stem or root word for
a given inflected word. The basic concept of stemming is to
reduce different grammatical / word forms to its root, stem or
base form. Stemming is widely used in Information Retrieval
System [1].
Finding stem word is often required by researchers, readers
and more specifically, foreigners willing to learn Bengali as
their second language for communication and extracting
information from any documents, newspapers, etc.
In the literature, different types of stemming approaches
including affix stripping, co-occurrence computation,
dictionary look-up, longest suffix matching, probabilistic
including natural language processing approaches have been
proposed. Most approaches are first developed for English,
and later adapted for other languages. However, none of these
approaches do not work properly for highly inflectional IndoAryan (Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, and Gujarati) languages [2].
It is quite difficult to determine the stem words from
inflected words in Bengali as it is one of the most
morphologically rich languages and it has lots of inflectional
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and derivational variant forms of a word [3] [4], e.g., root
(Man) has inflected or derivational forms
word
(People),
(Men),
(People),
(People)
etc. Similarly, root word of the verb
(Do) has the variants
(Have done),
(Did),
(Doing),
(Will
Do), etc.
Taking cognizance of the matter, we found that basically
two parts of speech, Noun and Verb have a wide list of
inflectional suffixes in Bengali language. A few adjectives can
be inflected as well. Here, the main challenge is to identify
and formulate rules in Bengali to determine stem words for a
given list of inflected words with an acceptable accuracy.
The stemming problem for Bengali words has been
addressed in a number of research works in the literature
[3][6][7]. In [8], to determine inflections a tokenized word is
checked recursively with a predefined inflection set while
others [3][4] eliminate suffixes based on hash table matching.
In all cases, excessive database searching is performed. These
solutions have substantial time and space complexities and
thus they become unsuitable for many applications. In this
paper, we have solved this problem of extracting Bengali stem
words without using any databases and to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work of its kind. The key
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
x Identification of the occurrence of different
inflections and their pattern classifications
x Development of a rule-driven stemming algorithm
for Bengali words that does not require help of any
databases for suffix stripping.
x The proposed algorithm is capable of extracting stem
words both from inflected verbs and nouns of any
length.
x Our evaluation results state that the proposed
stemming algorithm can achieve around 88%
accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The Section II
gives a brief overview of existing stemmers in literature. How
inflections occur in Bengali language is discussed in Section
III and the Section IV discusses about our proposed stemming
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procedure and algorithm. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is analysed in Section V and the paper is concluded
in Section VI.
II.RELATED WORKS
For non Indo-Aryan languages, such as English, Lovins
stemmer was published in 1968. This single pass and context
sensitive stemmer maintains a list of most frequent suffixes
and removes the longest suffix[1]. Later Porters stemming
algorithm was introduced based on some rule based conditions
and the rule can be represented as:<condition><suffix> →
<new suffix>[9].
In 2003, Farsi/Persian language stemmer Kazem Taghva,
Russell Beckley used Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA)
which is a suffix stripping approach. Whereas for Arabic
language, Haidar Harmanani and Walid Keirouz proposed a
stem based method on rule engine in 2006. For French
language, Jacques Savoy uses derivational suffix stripping
proposing suffix stripping method in 2006. And for IndoAryan language, Anantha Krishnan Ramanathan and Durgesh
D Rao, present a rule based lightweight stemmer for Hindi, in
2003. In 2012, Upendra Mishra, Chandra Prakash used suffix
stripping approach based on brute force technique for another
Hindi Stemmer. Kartik Suba, Dipti Jiandani and Pushpak
Bhattacharyya, present a lightweight inflectional stemmer
based on hybrid approach and a heavyweight derivational
stemmer based on a rule-based approach for Gujarati language
in 2011. Navanath Saharia, Utpal Sharma and Jugal Kalita,
adopted suffix stripping approach along with a rule engine for
Assamese language in 2012[1].
In [4], using a predefined suffix list, stripping the suffixes
on a longest match, a lightweight stemmer for Bengali is
proposed. In [8], another Bengali stemmer is proposed where
the concept of orthographic syllable of Bengali is introduced.

In [3], an idea of suffix stripping is proposed using predefined
suffix lookup table.
Our proposed stemming algorithm doesn’t use any
inflectional hash table. There is no overhead on searching for
inflections. It checks all possible inflections on runtime and
eliminates them in multiple steps, if necessary. Therefore, any
wrong elimination can easily be recovered.
III. INFLECTIONS IN BENGALI
According to some linguistic rules, words in any natural
language may become inflected [10]. Bengali words are
mostly inflected due to verbal and nominal inflections. Some
pronominal and a few of adjective inflections are also seen. In
this paper, we deal with verb and noun inflections only.
A. Verbal Inflections
A verb consists of two parts, i.e., verb = verb-root + verbs[kor] + [e] =
[kore] Here,
[kore] is
ending. e.g.,
verb,
[kor] is the verb-root and [e] is the verb-ending.
Bengali verbs are either finite or non-finite. For finite verbs,
the verbs ending vary from tense (present, past, future), person
(first, second, third), honor (intimate, familiar, formal)
perspective, e.g.,
(I go) and
x
x
(You will go).
Here,
(Go),
(Will Go) both are inflected form of
the root word
(Go). The basic forms of verbal inflections
due to variation of verbs ending are given below [11]:

TABLE I. VERBAL INFLECTIONS
Tense

Present Indefinite

[I]

Present Continuous

[ch]

Present Perfect
Present Perfect Continous

[lam]
[chilam]

Past Perfect

[echilam]
[tam]
(

) [ba](bo)

Future Continous

[tethakbo]

Future Perfect

[ethaklo]

FuturePerfectContinous

___

Informally(intimate)

[che, chen]
,

[is]

[en]

[e]

[chis]

[chen]

[che]

[echo,echen]

[echis]

[en]

Past Continous

Formally(honor)

( Formal & Informal)

,

[echi]

Habituatal Past

1st person

[en]

__

Past Indefinite

Habituatal Future

2nd Person

1st&2nd
Person

[le],

[echen]
[un]

[len]

[chile],

[li]
[chilen]

[echile],
[te],

[ten]

[be],

[ben]

[len]

[chili]

[echilen]

[tis]
[ba]

[te thakben]

[ben o en]

[tis]

[echilo]

[ten]

[ta](

[ben]

[be]
[te thakben]

[e thakbi]

)[to]

[te thakbe]

[e thakben]
[ben]

)[lo]

[echilo]

[echilen]

[te thakbi]

[thakbe]

[la](

[chilen]

[echili]

[eche]
[uk]

[e thakbe]
[be]
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The root part of a verb is called verb-root. The verb-root is
the indivisible part of a verb which represents the inherent
essence of a word. In Bengali language, there exists almost

1500 or more verb-roots that can be categorized in 20 different
types [11]:

TABLE II. CATEGORIES OF VERB-ROOT
No
01

Category
[ha]

Example
[khk] , [ha], [la] only 3

02

[Kha]

[kha] , [Dha],

03

[Di]

[di],

04

[shu]

[shu],

05

[kor]

06

[koh]

[kor],
100
[koh],

07

[kat]

08

[Gah]

[cah],

09

[likh]

[kin],

No
11

Category
[lafa]

12

[naha]

[ni]only 2

13

[phira]

[dhu],

14

[ghura]

[pa],

[ja] only 4

[nu] etc. only 8

[kom],

[gor],

[col] etc. almost

15

[uth]

[soh],

[boh] etc.

[bah],
[ghir],

[ak],

[badh],

[kad]

[nah]etc.
[jit],

[dub],

[shun],

[phut],

[uca],
[shoa],

x Due to
(chord) and inflections of the given word,
the first diacritic mark of stem is often changed. e.g.
[ ujhano] >
[ ojha] (Understand),
[ aoa] (Get),
[ ikhechilam]
[ eyechen] >
[ ekha] (Write), etc.
>
B. Noun Inflection
In Bengali, noun inflections occur due to different cases like
nominative, objective, genitive and locative. These cases also

[cira]

[kura] etc. almost 53

[khoca],

[khoa],

[gocha

[joga] etc. almost 27

[somjha],
almost 100

[dhomka],

18

[bigra]

[hicra],
almost 12

[chitka],

[ulta]

[dumra],
almost 27

20

x Often stem words have no dictionary references.
Dictionary uses some widely used versions of that stem
word and they are ended with “ ” or “ ” [oa] (for single
length stem) [11] e.g. [de] >
[deoa] (Give), [ne]
>
[neoa] (Take),
[kha] >
[khaoa] (Eat),
[kor] > [kora] [Do], [dhor] > [dhora] (Catch), etc.

[luka],

[cotka]

[khul],

[aga] etc.

[jhima],

[poucha],

[khuj],

ended with either “ ” or no diacritic marked letter.

[shikha],

[doura]

19

x Almost all stem words are of length not more than 3
(without diacritic mark)
x Except the single length stem ( [de], [kha]), others are
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[chita],
etc. almost 40

17

[vir],

Here, the category numbers 01-04 are of one length, that
means the verb-root consists of only one letter. The category
numbers 05-16 are of two length. And, the category numbers
17-20 are of three. That means no verb-root is found in
Bengali having more than three. From a wide observation over
the Bengali stem words, we notice that:

[baja],

16

[fir],

[tul] etc. almost 80

[daka],

[gaha] etc.

],

[gath],
[cal],
etc. almost 128

[ur],

[kata],
almost 200

[dhoa]

[cin] etc. almost 28
10

Example

[kocka],

[doura] etc.
[kocla]

etc.

[sitka] etc.

[mucra],

[upca]

[kokra],

etc.

[kodra] etc.

[chobla]

differ for singular and plural. Usually, singular noun
inflections are formed by the nouns ending with [ra], [ta]
[khana], etc. and plural noun inlfections are formed by
[ti],
[era],
[guli],
[gulo] etc. [12].
the nouns ending with
Table III shows a number of noun inflections.

Case

TABLE III. NOUN INFLECTION
Animate
Inanimate
Singular
Plural
Singular
Plural
(The

Nominati
ve

(The boy)

Objective

(The boy)

(The
Umbrella )

)

(The boys)

(The
(Umbrellas)

)

(The boys)

(The
Genitive

Locative

(The boy s)

)

(The boys )

(The
)
(The

(The
)

)

We observe the following facts for noun inflections:
x Noun inflections are limited
x Unlike verbal inflections, they never modify the
corresponding stem words
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IV. PROPOSED STEMMING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present two separate stemming
algorithms- one for the verbal inflected words and another for
noun inflected words.
We use hierarchical approach for stripping suffixes from the
inflected words. It is based on the idea that a set of commonly
used suffixes in the Bengali language can be divided into a
combination of smaller and simpler suffixes. Identifying and
removing these suffixes stepwise will leave the stem. This
differs from traditional Porter algorithm by implicitly
maintaining a suffix list in the algorithm itself. This
assumption doesn’t need to follow any stem dictionary or
suffix look up table. This algorithm not only eliminates the
inflections, but also illuminates different variations of stems in
Bengali language described in the sections III(A) and III(B).
A. Stemming Algorithm for Verbal Inflection
In developing this algorithm, the basic task is to identify
and categorize the inflections and finding some patterns
among them. From Table 1, we categorize verbal inflections
in two types:
x
x

x

[khay],
[kheyechilam], [ne] >
[nao],
[niyechilam]. We formulate our stemming algorithm
as follows:
,

Step 1: For inflected words, the inflections (both
independent and combined) are found examining the given
word letter-by-letter starting from the end. Whenever an
inflection is found in independent form, it is eliminated and a
check is carried out whether it was a part of any combined
inflection. If it is, the remaining part is also eliminated, e.g., in
[korlen] and
[colon], our algorithm
case of
eliminates [na] first, then checks whether the eliminated
[na] was a part of any combined inflection or not. For
[korlen], it eliminates [le] (as it is a combined inflection)
and leave
[kor] as stem word, but in
[colon], the
algorithm produces
[col] as the stem word. This process
continues for all other inflections. e.g.,
x
[korchi] >
x
x

Independent inflections
Combined inflections

Independent inflections are those minimum length (1 or 2)
inflectional suffixes that are used independently and
exclusively in a word. Only one step inflection elimination is
sufficient to retrieve stem from these kinds of inflected words.
The two possible set of Independent inflections are
x

>

Set-1: { [i], [ch], [b], [l], [t], [n], [k], [m],
[s]}, e.g.,
[kori],
[bolcho],
[colbo] ,
[korlo],
[likhto],
[colon], etc.
Set-2:{ [la],
[lo],
[to],
[le],
[ta],
[ti],
[chi], [che], [cho], [te], [li], [be]}, e.g.,
[korla],
[bolle],
[khelto],
[korchi],
[colche],
[bolte],
[likhbe],
etc.

Combined inflections are the combination of two or more
(
several Independent inflections, e.g.,
[korechilam]),
(
[bolchilen],
(
[khelchen],
(
[korlam],
(
[bollen]),
[khelten]),
(
[hattam]),
(
(
[bolben]). In combined inflections, we observe that, most of
the cases, an element from the Independent inflection Set-1 is
appeared at last. For single length, the stem is often followed
[yo] or
[o] which are not treated as
by additional
inflection; rather, they are parts of stem word. e.g., [kha]

x

[korchilam] >
[kor] (Do)

[bollam] >

[bolla] >

[kheyechilam] >
[niyechi] >

[korchila]

>

[bol] (Talk)

[kheye] (Eat)

[niye] (Take)

Step 2: If a word under processing reaches in its range of
being a stem (Maximum length 3) and is ended with any
diacritic marks ( , , , , , , , , ), the corresponding
stem word can be retrieved easily by eliminating that diacritic
mark only. e.g.,
[kore] will turn into
[kor],
[boli]
will turn into
[bol]. For looking up dictionary entries [11],
at the end of
[bol], “ ” is added. For single length stem or
words ended with [yo] or [o], this approach will be ignored
[khao],
and at the end “ ” [oa] is added with them, e.g.,
[khay] >
[khawa] (Eat) etc.
Step 3: Now, we point on the first diacritic mark of the
retrieved word from step 2, some transformations might
require to get the correct stem word. e.g. transforming to ,
to , to , etc. are required in
[kheyechilam]
>
[kheye] >
[kheoa] ( ) [khe] >
[khoa] (Eat),
[niyechilam] >
[niye] >
[nioa] ( ) [ni] >
[neoa] (Take).
Step 4: Besides these rules, some special cases (i.e.,
exceptions) are also handled for incomplete stem words. e.g.
[an] >
[ana] (Bring),
[ash] >
[asha] (Come),
[eshechilam] >
[asha],
[ay] >
[asha],
[alen] >
[asha],
[giyechilam] >
[jaoa]
[khachhilam] >
[khaoa] (Eat).
(Go),
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check for
[e], [cha], [ta], [ba]
, [la], [na], [ka],
[sa], [ma]
and Eliminate

[colen],
[kortam],
[korlen],
[bolben],
[korechilo],
[korilam]
[kortecho],
[korchilam],
[bolechen],
[korcho],
[korbo],
[korto],
[colon],
[bolosh],
[diyechilam],
[pelam],
[Gaitam]

[colen]->
[cole],
-[kortam]>
[korta],
[gaitam]->
[gaita]
[korlen]->
[korle],
[korilam]->
[korila],
[bolben]->
[bolbe],
[pelam]->
[pelo]
[korechilo]->
[korechi],
[kortecho]->
[korte],
[korchilma]->
[korchila],
[bolechen]>
[boleche],
[diyechilam]->
[diyechila],

[kore]->
[kore],
[chole]->
[chol],
[korechi]->
[kore],
[korhila]->
[boleche]->
[bole],
[diyechila]->
[pela]-> [pe],
[gaita]->
[gai]

[korla],
[korbe],
[korechi]

,

check for
[chi], [che]
and Eliminate

[kor]([kor]([bola]([kor]([kor]([kor](-

[kore]->
[kore],
[chole]->
[chole],
[diyechi]->
[diye],
[pela]-> [pe],
[gaita]->
[gai],
[kori]->
[kori]

[di](- [ye])-> [de],
[pe](- [la])-> [pa],
[ga](- [e])-> [ga]

[bole]->

[le]),
[la]),
[be]),
[chi]),
[te]),
[ta])

[kor](- [chi])

Eliminate

,

[ch]),
[ba]),
[ta]),
[na]),
[sha])

[korle],
[korte]

check for
[ela], [ta], [chi],
[be], [te], [ch].
[le]
and Eliminate

[korila]->
[kori]
[korchi],
[diyechi],

[kor]([kor]([kor]([col]([bol](-

,

,

[bole]

True

Eliminate the last
[e], [ye], [o]&
Apply rules of Chord
)
(

False

Word Length>1
& not End with
[e], [ye], [o]

[kor](- ),
[col](- ),
[kor]()

Fig 1 Verb Inflection Elimination.

B. Algorithm for Noun Inflection
In noun inflections, we observe the following facts:
x Most of the noun inflections are used independently, e.g.
[gulo]:
[gachgulo](Trees),
[der]:
[chatroder] (Students),
[te]:
[nodite] (River),
[ke]:
[make] (Mother), etc. Some inflections
following others may form combined inflections, e.g.,
[gulote]:
[boigulote] (Books),
[derke]:
[otithiderke] (Guests), etc. Single
length stem and those words ended with vowel may have
[yer] inflection (
[mayer],
[payer],
[vaier],
[bouer],
[boier], etc.)
Based on the aforementioned observations, we formulate our
stemming algorithm for noun as follows:
Step 1: As independent noun inflections are limited in
number, they can be eliminated by scanning the given word
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letter-by-letter starting from the end. But, unlike combined
verbal inflections, combined noun inflections do not follow
any order of independent noun inflections. So, for a combined
noun inflection, the order of eliminating its independent
components is very important. The order of elimination, as
shown in Fig. 2, is suitable for most of the combined noun
inflections.
[yer], it checks
Step 2: Whenever the inflection is
whether the stem is single length or ended with vowel, based
[mayer] > [ma]
on that result, it is eliminated. e.g.
(Mother), but
[uvoyer] >
[uvoy] (Both).
Step 3:
[bristir] > [bristi] (Rain), but
[meshtir]
> [mesh] (Ram) - these type of variants are handled
specially.
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[manushderke],
[gachgulote],
[bashate],
[manushke],
[mar],
[babar],
[manushtir],
[manusher],
[manushder],
[ajker],
[manushjon],
[akhankar],
[macher],
[boier],
[boiye],
[manushera]
[manushderke]->
[manushder],
[gachgulote]->
[gachgulo]
[mar],
[babar],
[manushtir],
[manusher],
[manushder],
[ajker],
[akahnkar],
[boiye],
[manushra],
[manushjon]

>

[manushder]->
[manushti], ,
[akhanker]->

[manushde],
[ajker]->
[akahnka],
[manushjon]

[gachgulo],

check for
[te], [ke] &
Eliminate

[baba] ([ra]),
[eka],
[boi]
(- [ye]),
[manush](- [ra])

[ma],
check for
[ra], [y], /
,
,
& Eliminate

[manushtir][ajke],
[gachgulo],
check for
[de], []ke, [ka],
[ta], [ti] &
Eliminate

[manushjon]

[basha](- [ta]),
[manush]([ke])

check for
[jon],
[gulo],
[guli],
[khana] &
Eliminate

[manush]([der], [tir]),
[aj]([ker]),
[akhan]()

[manush]([jon]),
[gach]([gulo])

Fig 2 Noun Inflection Elimination.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have implemented our proposed stemming algorithms
in PHP language. We have also used a PHP plug-in for
Unicode to decimal conversion. We first conduct our
experiments for the 20 categories of root words, listed in
section III(A), and for all possible variations of verbs ending.
The results observed are summarized below:
TABLE IV. EVALUATION RESULTS
Category

Input Size

Correct Stem

Accuracy

Fig 3 Required time for Stemming Vs Dataset size.
Verb

3000

2506

83%

Noun

1500

1325

88%

As the noun inflections are limited, they can be easily
identified and eliminated with higher accuracy (88%) than
verbal inflections (83%). These results are quite similar to the
accuracy rate described in [6] 83% and in [8] ~89% using
other techniques. Again, we took different datasets consisting
of verb and noun inflections from two daily online Bengali
newspapers – “The Daily Prothom Alo” and “bdnews24” and
calculate the efficiency of our algorithm with respect to time.
The following graphs describe the observations

Fig 4 Required memory for Stemming Vs Dataset size.
The computation time (Fig. 3) and memory (Fig. 4)
required by our proposed rule based stemmer are much less
compared to traditional algorithms using lookup tables.
Furthermore, the time and memory usage gap between the two
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increases with the input dataset size; our rule based algorithm
takes almost half of the time and one fourth of the memory
required by look up based algorithms, for 4000 datasize, as
shown in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively. The main reason behind
getting this nice result is due to the reduction of table lookup
time in our algorithm and performing several algorithmic steps
to strip of the suffixes within the programme, not by using
external suffix list which is much memory consuming.
However, our proposed rule based stemmers fail to handle
some irregular cases. Table V and VI list such irregular verbs
and nouns, repectively.
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TABLE V. SOME UNDETERMINED VERB STEMS
Input Word
[kochlalen]

Output

Correct Root

[kocha]

[kochla]

[ultao]

[ul]

[ulta]

[keno]

[keoa]

[kena]

[anko]

[an]

[anka]

[jaben]

[jaba]

[jaoa]

[pouchesish]

[pou]

[pocha]

[dilen]

[dela]

[deoa]

[dilam]

[dela]

[deoa]

[diben]

[dela]

[deoa]

TABLE VI. SOME UNDETERMINED NOUN STEMS
Input Word

Output

Correct Root

[mejher]

[mejh]

[mejhe]

[strier]

[striyo]

[stri]

[vruyer]

[vruyo]

[vru]

[vnoyer]

[vnyo]

[vno]

[patrer]

[patre]

[patro]

[porter]

[potre]

[potro]

[hate]

[ha]

[hat]

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper develops a rule based stemming process that can
extract stems from almost all possible verb and noun
inflections from a given word list. The rules in the proposed
algorithms are based on some observations of Bengali
inflections. Even some of the incomplete verb stems can be
detected by our algorithm .
Our algorithms are limited to work for words containing
conjugated letters, only verb and noun inflections; the
inflections for other parts of speeches are not considered. In
future, we plan to develop an efficient algorithm for extarcting
different parts of speeches separately from a given word list
and apply our rule based stemmers on them.
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